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We describe the general framework for constructing collective{theory Hamiltonians whose hermicity require-





. The reduction to W
n
{constraints, relevant to n-matrix models, is described
for the Jacobians.
Introduction
Recent work on the collective eld{theoretical approach to the description of matrix models emphasized
the particular form and consistency structure of the Hamiltonian [1], suggesting the use of this structure as a
guideline to the construction of Hamiltonians relevant to the formulation of n-matrix models. The proposed
framework is the following:























() is a symmetric, eld{dependent kernel. This Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian. It must be conju-
gated by the Jacobian encapsulating the change from the original dynamical variables to particular invariant
collective variables. The resulting Hamiltonian is hermitian since the conjugation re-establishes its unitarity
properties [2]. Hermiticity conditions are rst of all the vanishing of the linear part of the Hamiltonian. This














The symmetry of the kernel 

ij
() under interchange of indices i; j is the second requirement to get a
hermitian Hamiltonian.
The set of dierential operators in must therefore close an algebra in order for J() to exist at least
locally in the -space. Reciprocally, if one is given a set of rst order dierential operators closing an algebra,
the procedure { gives rise to an associated Hermitian Hamiltonian, provided the kernel 

ij
() can be made
symmetric by suitable linear combinations of the equations in .
In the case of simple 1{matrix models the operators indeed realized the positive{frequency part of a
Virasoro algebra and generalizations related to higher matrix models were then considered [1]. In this context
it is of particular interest to formulate this scheme for either linear Kac-Moody, or non{linear W
n
-algebras.
These last ones arise as the relevant algebraic structures for constraints determining the partition function
of higher matrix models and strings [3]. The existence of a relationship between realizations of these two
categories of algebras [4] leads us to consider here the simpler case of sl(n)
k
Kac-Moody algebras represented
by rst order dierential operators.
We shall rst of all consider the problem of constructing \collective" Hamiltonians associated, in the
sense dened by and , to sl(n)
k
Kac-Moody algebras. We will demonstrate that this can be successfully
done. The salient features of this construction, involving a very specic form for the Jacobian J , will be
established in the general case and illustrated by the examples of sl(2) and sl(3) Kac-Moody algebras where
these features arise clearly.
We shall then discuss the problem of deriving W
n
-algebra constraints in this framework, restricting
ourselves to the construction of the Jacobian itself. We shall show how a Jacobian obeying W
n
-constraints
follows from a Jacobian obeying sl(n)
k
Kac-Moody constraints by integration over certain well{chosen and
suitably weighted variables. This in the present context is the analogue of a Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction [5].
It represents a \Schrodinger picture version" of the BRST mechanism described for example in [6]. The
construction will be made explicit for n = 2 and n = 3.
In the conclusion, we shall give some indications about the possible extensions of the construction,
particularly to higher-order dierential operators.
Hamiltonians Related to Kac-Moody Algebras sl(n)
k
The starting point of the construction in the general case is a representation of the Kac-Moody algebra
sl(n)
k
as a set of order-1 dierential operators, obtained from the relevant currents in a WZW model when
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The notation is as follows. The elds 
a
indexed by the Cartan generators are assumed to have an expansion































) realizing a U (1)KM algebra
for each Cartan element. The elds 
k









matrix, since the number of independent generators must be equal to the number of free parameters in the











depend solely on the elds

k
; generically the choice of suitable 
k




In order to use the set of KM generators to construct a Hamiltonian on the lines described in {
, we must select a maximal closed set of dierential generators from and in order to implement the






(z), that is, the
positive modes in the z{expansion of the Kac-Moody generator H
a







(z), with the extra property O
 
i







dierentials. It must be emphasized that since J
+
i
(z) close a Borel (triangular) subalgebra without central
charge, one can at least formally consider any invertible linear combination with -dependent coecients, of
the functional dierential equations J
+
i
(z)  J = 0 as an equivalent admissible set of constraints, closing an
algebra within the vector space generated by J
+
i
(z) with -dependent coecients. These manipulations will
be crucial in our derivation. Since only H
0
a
is considered, however, it will be practical to restrict oneself
to constant linear combinations of the functional dierential equations H
0
a
J = 0. This indeed allows to
maintain the global functional notation for the dierential operators and the elds.














































From the invertibility of O
+
ik
, it follows that there exists a unique linear combination of the rst (i-labeled)


























We now make an assumption, not yet proved in the general case but soon to be checked for n = 2 and n = 3:




) is a -independent invertible matrix.


















obtained from projecting on positive modes and subtracting from . The purely algebraic quantity in is
therefore written as H
>0
a
minus a linear combination of J
+


















This ansatz is then plugged back into . Its consistency is established as follows:
The action of the dierential operators on a form creates terms in (qh ) and 
0
(qh ). These last




   inside . This functional is, as
follows from , a linear combination of generators of the original algebra with -dependent coecients of J
generators and constant coecients of H generators. The action of dierential operators in on a functional
is realized as the commutation of the generators in with this functional. It gives again a functional of ,
without dependence in 
a
since the coecients of the dierentials in do not depend on . Moreover this
functional is again a -dependent linear combination of the sole J
+
generators, by exact closure (without
central charge) of the Borel + (positive modes of) Cartan algebra. A 
a
-independent, purely functional
linear combination of the generators J
+
necessarily vanishes since the couplings O
+
ik




invertible. Hence no 
0
term arises.
We have thus shown that the operators can be consistently applied to functionals of  and  of the
































acts only inside the -functional in and we have seen that this action was





is replaced by its value 
a
() extracted from and
. The set of operators represents the Borel subalgebra acting consistently on the subset of functionals ;
hence these reduced operators also close the Borel (triangular) subalgebra of the sl(n)
k
KM algebra.









































an arbitrary symmetric \coupling matrix". Particular forms of O
y
ik
may lead to more suitable
parametrizations of H as we are now going to establish for n = 2 and 3.
The Example of sl(2) and sl(3)
The sl(2)
k
















































with coecient 1 for , thereby
realizing Assumption 2. Hence one sets the Jacobian to be:


















































The new equations cannot be written anymore as a single functional dierential equation, owing to the


































































































































). From and following [2] one can then write
the Hermitian Hamiltonians.
































































































































































































































, the elimination of
@
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One checks by an immediate computation that J
+
1;2;3


























































































































































obtained in . The
construction of the Hamiltonians associated to the set of closed dierential equations follows on the same





























where as before O
nl
(z) is the coecient matrix of the dierential operators in the current J
+
l
and S is any













The general sl(3) Hamiltonian thus follows from and . Our basic purpose, which was to establish the
validity of the general construction in section 2 for sl(2) and sl(3) is now achieved; moreover the nontriv-
iality and ultimate success of the sl(3) example leads us to expect that Assumption 2 and its consequent
construction can be proved on general grounds for all KM algebra representations of the type ,.
From Kac-Moody to W -algebras. The Jacobian
Once one has obtained a Jacobian associated with a set of Kac-Moody generators, as above for sl(2)
and sl(3), one can extract from it a \Jacobian" associated with a dierent, non-linear algebra of higher-order





algebra (more exactly a centerless sector of these algebras). The general procedure is as follows.
One goes back to the full Jacobian obeying the complete set of sl(n)
k
KM -operators equations. One
then implements on this Jacobian the classical reduction leading from the KM to a W
n
{algebra. Classi-






to constant values 0 or 1, the
particular choice corresponding to particular W
n
algebras [4]. This will correspond in our formalism to
integrating out a subset of variables, thereby deriving an eective Jacobian depending on the reduced set.





each time one classical momentum 
i





mally put to their reduced values 0 or 1. The result is generically a set of coupled dierential equations




, is that this set of integral
















). Since the equations one originally gets are equations relating various
























)) this means that we conjecture






) where all higher momenta
of J are eliminated.
a) sl(2) case































+ 2A + 2 @'+ @)J = 0












).It denotes a eld of conformal spin





(  +A + @')
n0
J = 0
and multiplying by (  + @')
p
for p 2 Z.















) J = 0

















Indeed, in order to get ( +@')
2
m




1 twice and n =
m
2













term turns into @ which will be replaced by @
2
' using and therefore will contribute to the
nal value of the central charge.























without a central term.
sl(3) case.
This case is more interesting and complicated. One can however check that there exist a suitable











































































It follows that one should consider, following a similar scheme as in , the realization of the positive modes of



















J = 0. Such a realization, as we have seen in , modies the non-derivative terms k@
i
by constant shifts
of k. Extra terms due to part integration also arise. The statement now is that the leading order of relevant
momenta of the density e

0
J is eliminated by this suitable combination of generators. We conjecture that this






















is indeed the canonical realization of a W
3
current.














































from H-equations. Hence the complete elimination of -momenta is proved to be achieved for
the Virasoro generators.
We would like to conclude this section by reminding that the Jacobian J is necessarily of the form
J = (   ())
~
J (). Hence integration of J with respect to  will yield very non-trivial dependences on
the remaining Cartan algebra parameters 
a
.
Conclusions and Extensions Let us briey summarize the scheme and the construction presented
in this paper. We have described a construction of general sl(n)
k
-based collective hamiltonians. To this
eect we have postulated the existence of a consistent construction by which, choosing a Borel subalgebra
of a Kac-Moody algebra sl(n;C) generated by the set fJ
a
;Hg one obtains a corresponding Jacobian obey-






J (). The algebra of constraints obeyed by this Jacobian was then
reformulated in two ways:














2) or a nonlinearW
n
algebra (positive-index part) obtained by eliminating the  variables by integration,
leading to J = J(
a
).





One obvious generalization to be achieved now is the extension of this proof to all sl(n)
k
by proving
the global validity of our assumptions, and the subsequent construction of the sl(n)
k
-Hamiltonians by the
already well-established scheme leading to (3.5) and (3.13).
These theories will be useful as generalized eld theories of matrix models and strings. It was seen
in [1] that through stochastic quantization matrix models lead to generalized (loop space) Hamiltonians,
the Jacobians being identied with the partition function. Based on the constraints obeyed by the present
Jacobians and following procedure 2) given above we see the emergence of the W
n
algebra of equations
constraining the partition function of n-matrix models.
It is relevant here to state how the scheme - can be generalized to Hamiltonians involving dierential
operators of higher order. The general statement reads:



















the even-order (resp. odd{order) terms can be eliminated and the operator made antihermitian (resp.





































and provided the odd-order (resp. even-order) coecients O
(k)
are totally symmetric under permutation of
their indices. The solution to this system is the looked-for Jacobian.
This extension should allow a direct study, at the Hamiltonian level, of the case of W
n
algebras, rep-
resented as they are by algebras of n-th order dierential operators, to be identied from a. This will be
adressed in a forthcoming study.
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